Present evidence does not strongly support the hypothesis that pseudo-urinations by coyotes are separate behavioral displays that were derived secondarily from normal urinations for their long distance visual effectiveness.
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**MARMOTS AND COYOTES: BEHAVIOR OF PREY AND PREDATOR**

Where the two species overlap, the yellow-bellied marmot (*Marmota flaviventris*) composed about 4.0% of the diet of the coyote (*Canis latrans*) (Craighead, 1951). Although coyotes use the mouse-jump on smaller prey (Ewer, 1973:160), little is known about their predatory habits on larger prey (Bekoff, 1977). There are no reported accounts of marmot reaction to coyote predation. Herein, I report two instances of coyote predation on yearling yellow-bellied marmots. These are the only observations by my coworkers or me of predation on yellow-bellied marmots in more than 5,000 h of field observations conducted during 20 years.

The first instance occurred at Marmot Meadow (locality 4, Armitage, 1974) on 6 July 1977. The main burrow area located in a rocky outcrop was occupied by 6-year-old female 1065 and her four yearling daughters. By 1700 h (MDT), all five animals had emerged from their burrows and were sitting on the rocks prior to afternoon foraging. By 1745 h, females 911 and 918 were feeding west of the rocky outcrop (A on Fig. 1) in a grass-forb meadow (primarily Bromus richardsonii and Potentilla gracilis) interspersed with shrubby cinquefoil (*Pentaphylloides floribunda*), which locally forms dense clumps. At 1747 h, female 918 ran to a rock, sat up, and looked north. One minute later, female 909 left the rocky outcrop and moved across the open meadow toward area A. Suddenly a coyote dashed out of a clump of shrubby cinquefoil toward female 909. A burst of alarm calls came from at least three marmots; female 909 turned back toward the rocky outcrop but was caught easily by the rapidly moving coyote, whose angle of approach cut off retreat. Females 1065 and 957 remained up on the rocks, female 918 entered a burrow in area A, female 911 ran to a rock, stood up, looked, and then returned to the main burrow area; no marmot moved toward the...
coyote. The coyote, carrying female 909 by the middle of the back, moved off to the north while female 1065 continued chirping. The coyote paused twice and looked back before disappearing into the trees. Female 1065 ran out into the meadow toward the site of the predation and then returned to the rocks; she continued chirping for 44 minutes. During this time she frequently looked in the direction in which the coyote had gone. Females 957 and 911 remained on the rocks. Twenty-five minutes after the coyote departed, female 918 returned to the main burrow area from area A. During the last 15 min of female 1065’s chirping, the three yearlings did some feeding near the rocks, but primarily remained among the rocks and appeared to be "nervous." One hour after the incident, all marmots were feeding. None went into the meadow west of the rocky outcrop where the coyote had been. They all seemed more cautious, proceeding more slowly, and looking around more often.

Behavior seemed normal on the following days, except for a marked shift in foraging areas. For the next 5 days, marmots avoided foraging in area A where the predation had occurred (Fig. 1). On the sixth day, the marmots returned to area A and the general pattern of space use was similar to that of the period before predation.

The second instance occurred at North Picnic (locality 7, Armitage, 1974) on 6 July 1980. The central part of the locality was occupied by 3-year-old female 88, her three yearling daughters and yearling son, and adult male 411. They were using two burrow systems. Male 411 and female yearlings 497 and 381 lived at Burrow 1; female 88, yearling female 490, and yearling male 383 lived at Burrow 2, which was upslope and to the right (when facing the slope) 40 m distant. Burrow 2 was located on a steep slope that was heavily vegetated with several tall forbs (e.g., *Delphinium barbeyi*, *Epilobium angustifolium*) and
shrubs (primarily gooseberry, *Ribes inerme*). Marmots had made a path from the burrow beneath a gooseberry shrub to a small rocky outcrop, which was used as a perch, about 12 m upslope. A band of willows extended about 100 m across the slope to the left of the rocky perch. A well-used trail ran along the upper edge of the willows. Marmots always moved slowly and cautiously from the burrow to the perch and spent several minutes looking upward before moving off into the high vegetation to feed.

At 0827 h (MDT), several marmots chirped. Both yearling female 381 and male 411 appeared at a rocky outcrop below Burrow 1 where they sat alertly and watched downslope. Female 381 continued chirping as a coyote passed in full view from right to left about 70 m downslope and disappeared in the trees to the south. By 1005 h, only two animals were active: female 597 at Burrow 1 and female 490 on the slope between the perch and Burrow 2. At 1015 h, a coyote, with part of its back, head, and ears visible above the vegetation, appeared at the rocky perch. The coyote sank from sight behind the shrubs. At the same time, I could detect a marmot moving about downslope near the burrow entrance. Eleven minutes later, the coyote bounded down the slope, leaping from left to right, and pounced on female 490, which had wandered about 9 m downslope from the burrow. Three minutes later, the coyote headed south carrying the marmot by the middle of the back. No alarm call was heard. Female 497 stood and looked in the direction of the band of willows as the coyote presumably moved along the trail. There were no alternate burrows near Burrow 2; the coyote’s charge cut off retreat. The coyote easily crashed through the dense vegetation which seemed to impede the marmot’s movements. Subsequent space-use by the surviving marmots was not modified.

These two predations shared several features. Each occurred at a burrow site near tall vegetation, which provided concealment for the coyote. Generally, home burrows of marmots are located distant from high vegetation and marmots rarely frequent it (Travis and Armitage, 1972). The avoidance of high vegetation apparently is an anti-predator strategy. However, high vegetation also provides concealment for the marmot and its burrow; there may be some trade-off between concealment for the prey and the predator.

In each instance the coyote seized the yearling marmot in the middle of the back. I did not observe the coyote shake the marmot; the manner in which the marmot dangled from the coyote’s jaws suggested that its back had been broken.

Each predation occurred during a period of transition between surface activity and burrow occupancy. At Marmot Meadow, the coyote was not seen until it charged; presumably, it achieved its close approach before the marmots emerged. At North Picnic, most marmots had immerged and the coyote was undetected. Frequently, I have seen marmots, which were fully active, detect coyotes that were 100 m or more distant. Successful predation during the transition period suggests that the cautious behavior of marmots as they emerge from their burrows, and the time they spend on rocks looking around before moving out to feeding areas, are also part of an anti-predator strategy. Predation by coyotes is more likely to be successful on marmots when they are active alone, as seen at North Picnic. Marmot activity is concentrated in morning and afternoon bouts (Armitage, 1962). This synchronization of activity, which increases the number of pairs of eyes available to detect prey, is probably selected for in the development of an anti-predator strategy (Bertram, 1978:67).

In both instances, at least one marmot apparently saw the coyote without giving an alarm cry. Frequently, a marmot, when alerted, runs to a perch or to a burrow and looks in the direction of the disturbance without calling. What determines whether a marmot will emit the alarm-call is unknown. Research conducted at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory and supported by National Science Foundation Grant DEB 78-07327.
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